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SPACE FLIGHT OPERATIONS CENTER LOCAL AREA NETWORK
Hardware Design

Ross V. Goodman
Jet Propulsion Laboratory/California Institute of Technology

ABSTRACT

The existing Mission Control and Computer Center at JPL will be replaced by the Space
Flight Operations Center (SFOC). One part of the SFOC is the Local Area Network-Based
Distribution System. The purpose of the Local Area Network (LAN) is to distribute the
processed data among the various elements of the SFOC.

The SFOC LAN will provide a robust subsystem that will support the Magellan launch
configuration and future project adaptations with the following capabilities:

S A proven cable medium (Ethernet) as the backbone for the entire network, with
capability for migration to a fiber optics backbone in the future.

S Choice of hardware components that are reliable, varied, and supported by companies
that are following the growth path of the ISO model (OSI Standards).

S Insure a reliable and maintainable network for SFOC-supported projects.

S Accurate and detailed documentation of the LAN, valuable for fault isolation and
future expansion of the network.

S Proven network monitoring and maintenance tools.

INTRODUCTION

The existing Mission Control and Computer Center at JPL will be replaced by the Space
Flight Operations Center (SFOC). One part of SFOC is the LAN-based distribution
system. The SFOC Local Area Network Subsystem provides the highway for data
communications and transport services between the SFOC subsystems and other networks.
This network subsystem will support multiprojects. The first project to be supported is the
Magellan Project.



PURPOSE

The purpose of this paper is to describe the functional design, hardware elements, and
network testing utilized for the SFOC Local Area Network Subsystem hardware
implementation.

FUNCTIONAL DESIGN DESCRIPTION

The SFOC Local Area Network implementation was done utilizing the Ethernet 802.3
technology which is widely supported throughout industry. The IEEE 802.3 (CSMA/CD)
is a comprehensive standard for Local Area Networks employing CSMA/CD as the access
method. The IEEE 802.3 version provides the necessary specifications for a 10 Mb/s
baseband implementation as required for SFOC.

Another design consideration was to utilize standard data transport service software on the
LAN between SFOC subsystems and elements using TCP/IP protocol with UDP, virtual
circuit, and telnet features.

The network utilizes Ethernet cable, transceivers, multiport transceivers, communications
cabinets, Ethernet controllers, gateways, and standard data transport software for each
node on the network.

The SFOC implementation started with Ethernet cable installed in segments throughout
each floor of the Space Flight Operations Facility, Building 230, which are connected
together forming one continuous network. Ethernet cable was installed under the floor with
cable and transceivers fastened to the under-floor computer floor. Communications
cabinets were installed at selected locations on each floor within the building. Within these
cabinets are all the communications networking hardware for the Local Area Network
such as multiport units, gateways, network test equipment, and repeater hardware.
Individual nodes (computer subsystems or PCs) are tied to the network either through a
multiport or a direct connection to the LAN. Figure 1 shows the LAN configuration within
the SFOC facility.

The SFOC Magellan network is extended from JPL to the Denver Facility Mission Support
Area by two 56 Kbps data links. Computer systems are utilized as gateways, both at JPL
and at the Denver Mission Support Area. There are two gateways at each facility (JPL and
Denver); one is the prime gateway and the other is the backup to provide redundancy, if
needed. Each gateway node is equipped with a multiprotocol communications processor to
do the functions of internet routing. Both of these 56 Kbps data links are routed via
satellite.



The SFOC Local Area Network implementation at Denver consists of Ethernet cable and
communications cabinet which holds all the communications networking hardware for the
Mission Support Area LAN. Individual transceiver cables are installed from each port on
the multiport to each computer installed in the MSA Facility.

The SFOC network has a second data link from Building 230 to the JPL Information
Processing Center (IPC) facility which is located approximately three miles away. The use
of Ethernet cable to link the two sites was impractical; therefore, the use of a broadband
system already in existence was implemented.

The JPL Institutional Network (ILAN) is a broadband system which is installed through
Building 230 and other buildings at the Laboratory. The interface between two different
media (Ethernet and Broadband) requires some adaptations. At this date there are no
gateways available on the market that connect directly between Broadband and Ethernet
media. A buffered repeater that communicates between the two media was selected for the
interface. Since a repeater offers no filtering capabilities, two gateways were placed in
series with two buffered repeaters to complete this data link. The gateways were installed
on this data link so that filtering capabilities of these devices could be utilized to control
network traffic from the broadband system and the IPC facility. Network protocol that is
used on this link is TCP/IP. Figure 2 shows the SFOC to IPC data link configuration.

HARDWARE ELEMENTS

Various network hardware candidates were researched for this initial implementation
configuration. This hardware consists of the following elements:

- Ethernet Cable
- Communications Cabinets
- Transceivers
- Multiport Units
- Transceiver Drop Cables
- Transceiver Protection
- Ethernet Controllers
- Repeaters
- Gateways
- Test Equipment

Ethernet Cable - Ethernet coaxial cable was used as the cable medium for the
SFOC/Magellan Local Area Network. Coaxial cable has been in use a long time and has
an established reliability history.



Communications Cabinet - Communications cabinets are utilized on the SFOC network
for installation of all networking-type hardware. Since project adaptations will be added to
the network, these cabinets allow flexibility towards growth of the LAN. Figure 3 shows a
typical cabinet with networking hardware.

Transceivers - A combined transmitter and receiver. An essential element of all Local Are
Networks, its function is required at each node. This particular transceiver is compatible
with all versions of Ethernet and the IEEE 802.3 standard.

Multiports - Multiport transceivers can be considered as a small network in a box. This
type of transceiver eliminates the 2.5 metcr separation requirement between devices and is
used in device cluster situations.

Transceiver Drop Cable - These are the cables that are connected to the transceiver unit
and other communications interfaces such as repeaters, bridges, or gateway devices.

Transceiver Protection - A method was needed to provide protection to the transceiver
cable connection and the transceivers installed under the computer flooring. Cable and
transceivers are supported to the existing computer flooring supports which will keep
network hardware off the concrete flooring.

Ethernet Controllers - The Ethernet controller is a board-level communications
processor. The microprocessor-controlled interface board performs the link level protocol
and has RAM into which code for the middle level protocol can be down loaded from the
host machine and run.

Repeaters - In Ethernet a device for connecting one coaxial device to another within the
same Local Area Network. The repeaters used on the SFOC/IPC data link are buffered
repeaters. This repeater is protocol-independent allowing various protocols to run.

Gateways - A gateway must have the capability to convert all of the protocols for any
devices on one network to communicate to devices on another network. Also, a gateway
must have the ability to filter network traffic from one network to another.

Test Equipment - The SFOC LAN required reliable test equipment that was used during
implementation. This equipment aids in maintenance such as fault isolation and network
performance monitoring.

Time Domain Reflectometer (TDR) - The TDR will locate shorts, opens, transceiver
taps, connectors, and impedance mismatches in most cables.



Lanalyzer - The Lanalyzer is a good tool for monitoring and locating problems on the
network. It is designed for use on networks based on the Ethernet (Version 1.0 or 2.0) and
on the IEEE 802.3 standard.

NETWORK TESTING

Extensive network testing has taken place during implementation of the SFOC/Magellan
network. Methods of testing the installed hardware beginning with Ethernet cabling,
transceivers, transceiver cables, multiports, and the computer nodes including gateways
was done during installation of these elements. Detail planning was essential for testing of
all new components prior to integration into the SFOC Local Area Network.

Also, research has been completed that validates the need for reliable test equipment that
was used during implementation of the SFOC network and for network maintenance.

The backbone cable is made up of eleven segments which will aid in fault isolation and
provides options for segmentation as the network grows in the future.

CONCLUSIONS

The SFOC LAN is a robust subsystem and will continue to grow. The cable medium used
on the network is a proven type cable that is used throughout industry and is protected
along with the transceivers to minimize cable faults. The hardware elements used on the
network were tested independently prior to integration to insure the reliability of each
LAN component.

The network has been documented in detail showing locations of all communications
network hardware and corrections to each node on the LAN. Detailed documentation is
required for fault isolation, performance monitoring, and expansion of the network. Also,
utilization of test equipment since the beginning of the SFOC implementation has proven
invaluable in providing a good, robust system.

Recommendations that we intent to pursue are to use only fiber optics cable between
buildings, and maintain the capability to migrate to a fiber high speed backbone in the
future.



Figure 1 - SFOC Local Area Network Building 230 Cable Routing



Figure 2 - SFOC/Magellan LAN Launch Configuration



Figure 3 - SFOC Network Communications Cabinet
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